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About This Game

The story of Season Match starts when the Snow Queen has her magic mirror broken, and decides to make cold winter stay
forever in the fairy-land. You will set out on a legendary journey to find the pieces of the broken mirror, put them together and

beat the Snow Queen.

Four seasons

Over 250 missions

Fantastic characters

Easy-to-Play for all ages

Learn-as-you-play tutorial
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Title: Season Match
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
URSE Games
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2007

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Russian
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best zombie survival game ever. Slasher VR is not a bad game especially at this price point but it does leave a lot to be desired
for.

As someone who regulary plays horror games, watches horror movies, and was a total nerd writing horror fictions in my earlier
years I like any game that can actually surprise me and catch me off guard.

This game relies on two of the biggest tropes out there "jump scares" and ominious music.

What I Liked:

The ominious music and ambient sounds are actually quite good and more than once kept me unnerved. I'd hear a footstep and
quickly turn around to find nothing behind me. Stuff like that is always enjoyable because it creates that fun adrenaline rush of
fear.

The jumpscares are pretty predictable but still good for a scare.

What I Disliked:

This game uses a mixture of virtual reality and 360 video.

The virtual reality footage isn't that bad in all honesty and does a pretty good job of recreating of the 360 video landscape.

But the 360 video is where it breaks immersion at least for me and my Vive. On recordings the video looks fine but when
viewing the 360 video in the helmet the aspect ratio really throws things off.

You feel like you're a giant who needs a new pair of glasses. It just kind of throws things off for me.

Overall:

The game is a murder mystery where you kind of choose what direction you take and each choice may or may not have
consequences.
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The controls are pretty self explanitory using a teleport mechanism and grip buttons to open doors and interact with objects.

For .99 cents I don't feel cheated and I managed to get a slight scare from it.

If you'd like to see some gameplay of how things look without the ending being spoiled you can see my video below:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=EzjU9D8C0CI
. Frozen at 1% for 20 minutes. Frozen at stopping.. I liked Unhack so I was eager to try this title too. Bermuda uses same
formula, visual novel mixed with minigames. Stealth puzzles are not hard, which I think is great. They are a fine addition to
usual VN reading (or listening - all dialogues are voiced) experience, but do not frustrate players who simply want to enjoy the
story. Characters are well developed although the story sometimes felt a bit rushed. Again I liked the art design. I'm not sure if I
can pinpoint why I like Bermuda's graphics so much, but the clean design with minimalistic color palette and heavy use of blue
together with black backgrounds is somehow just so relaxing to watch. Even if Bermuda is a short VN, it takes about an hour
and a half to see the ending, it is more than worth your money. I can easily recommend it and can't wait to see what will
InvertMouse bring next.. This game is good but not the best game released by PopCap. I think the game has good gameplay, but
I can really get 30-60 minutes of game time out of Zumba Deluxe. But like most PopCap, you should pick it up, unless you
don’t like puzzle games.
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Lets just get this out of the way first. This is not a rouge like. It is a rouge light or rouge like like, depending on what you prefer
to call that genre.

The progression system in the game is generally speaking good but it does have a major problem. The resources needed to
upgrade the structures in town are initially only given out by the keep once you have successfully completed an encounter so
you’d presume that it would be a good idea to upgrade the keep as soon as possible to get more resources after each encounter.
The problem here is that the keeps first upgrade cost more then any other buildings last upgrade. This means that by the time
you can afford to upgrade the keep you can afford to upgrade some other building that is more likely to enhance your chances
of survival. Basically there is no reason to upgrade the keep unless you have nothing left to upgrade at that time and this only
occurs if you have maxed out all other structures or the remaining upgrades are locked behind an encounter limit, which only
the experience vault has at this time. I would suggest that the keeps upgrade cost be reduced or a different structure with a lower
upgrade cost handle rewarding resources.

Looking at the different kinds of encounters I’d say that the hostile, defense, and friendly encounters make sense but the gamble
encounter seems pointless as it is. As far as I can tell there are now benefits to doing a gamble encounter over any other that is
available at the encounter level your on. The only reason to choose to do a gamble encounter is either you have no other option
or you are hoping to avoid one of the other encounter options. Honestly the gamble encounter should either be removed or it
should provide some kind of enhanced reward for completion, maybe you could pay renowned, money, or resources to up the
difficulty and if you win get back what you paid plus some amount based on difficulty.

The weakest point of the game, the combat. If this where a mobile game I’d say the combat is good, but its not and it isn’t.
Almost the entire game can be played with only five buttons and three of those you only use to open up menus and that’s a
problem when you’ve made a game like this on PC. Having the abilities and items tied to the number keys isn’t a problem, in-
fact that’s exactly how it should be. The problem comes in how you control your characters movements and attacks. Both these
actions are controlled by the left click of the mouse. Attacks occur automatically as soon as the target you clicked on is in range,
so the flow of combat is simply click on target wait until its dead repeat and maybe use and ability or item if you have to. This
makes the core game play loop very dull and disengaging. The only times it becomes a bit more involved is when you have to
kite an enemy, usually as the shaman, and even then it is just attack until the enemy gets to close then run away making it two
clicks instead of one.

The combat in this game needs to be reworked. Either give the player more control over the character they are using, have them
control more then one in an encounter, or make the levels more like dungeons with rooms and halls so that the player has
something to explore and move around in. As it stands now the combat just kills this game. It is not terrible but it is far from
great.. Queen At Arms is one of the better visual novels out there - certainly one I would recommend.  However\t, at the
current $27.99CAD price, I would say hold off purchasing this game until it goes on sale. $15 or under is definitely
worth your money for this wonderful story. There's nothing stale within this world - every character is unique and the
world building is awesome. It feels like a breath of fresh air, having interesting dynamics and every character is wildly
different from another, each having its own voice that made me smile from the usual visual novels I play that every
character sounds the exact same as one another. It's a unique game that I would say anyone interested in visual novels
should play. My biggest problem with this game was the art - I found the style off putting, but that is probably more of
a personal preference.. Cube and Star is essentially a Zen sand garden. If you go looking for meaning, then the game
will oblige with some light brainteasers, but if you want to ignore all that and just bounce around daubing the world in
pale citrine and nightmare red, you go bounce. It's a pleasantly relaxing experience. The Unnecessary Collectible is
Unnecessary joke gets tedious after five seconds and you'll probably wish there was more than one music track, but
otherwise this is a little gem.. Steel Storm is great alone but it becomes awesome in co-op.. Bought it in the bundle, and
well worth it, even at full price.. I bought this because it was a dollar and I thought it looked interesting. For what it is,
it's fantastic. It's a tug of war game where you customize your units. There's a surprising amount to unlock and play
around with.. The android exporter has worked very well. It was very nice not having to learn android tools and use an
app I already know. It's fast, it's easy, and it works.. bessssst game ever the bad thing are the crashes of the game
. I personally loved this game, every choice and action I took felt like it had some long term meaning. Interesting
romance system that I still haven't fully explored after several playthroughs. I would reccomend this game, especially
while its on sale, to anyone with the patience to read pages of text.

8/10 as far as text based CYOA games go.
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